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Q: Sitecore Master Database Performance I have a couple of questions about the sitecore master database and the amount of DB
resource and time it takes to load and execute queries. My setup is a single web server, with two SQL Server databases: master
database web database Both databases are on the same server and in the same drive. The sitecore 8.0 install is on the web
database. I'm using the Sitecore.Analytics module and I'm using the Sitecore.Analytics.Providers.Sql.Solr platform to serve the
analytics content. This means I have 4 databases per web server: master database web database analytics database In addition, I
also have the Solr server. I'm looking for the best way to improve the performance of my sitecore queries. I've tried some
"queries optimizers" like the SQL Sitecore Query Analyzer or the Sitecore Powershell Db Query Analyzer. I was wondering if I
should use these tools to optimize my queries to the database or if there are other tools out there? A: Based on the information
from your question, this is the recommended setup: Two SQL Server databases: one for the content database (web database),
and one for the master database (content database). By default, the Sitecore instance uses the Master database. The Master
database contains only content and configuration information, and the content database stores all the actual data for your
websites. So you need to separate your data so that nothing happens to your production data. One Solr server, using the Sitecore
8.0 Solr provider. You can configure Solr so that it does not store the data, or you can use a separate SQL Server database for
Solr. If you use a separate database, you need to configure the Solr provider to use that database for the data. See this post for
more information. There are three parts to the recommended setup: DBs: one for the content database, and one for the master
database. The Sitecore content database for the content (e.g. web) database. The content database is where all your Sitecore
content is stored. Solr: used for serving the Sitecore data, which is stored in the Master database. You can use one of the Solr
backup servers, or use a separate SQL Server database for Solr.
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